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Prorosal fora Councildecisio~ on the approval, 
on behalf of the Europ:can Community, of the w'IPOCopyright Treaty 
and th/<? WIPO Perf~rmances and Phon_ograms Treaty 
(presented by the Commission) Explanatory memorandum -
On 20 December 1996 the delegations taking part in the Diplomatic Conference on issues . 
relating to  copyright and  neighbouring  rights  herd·  by the  World  Intellectual  Property 
· Organisation (WIPO)  in  Geneva. adopted two treaties  relating  to  intellectu<:tl  property. 
The. first, . the  WIPO  Copyright Treaty  (WCT),  deals  with  copyright;  the  second, the 
~IPb  Performances ~md Phonograms Jreaty, deals with neighbouring rights._·  . 
.  '  ..  ~- ,· 
These,Tr:eaties represent a historic advance in.  the international protection of copyright_ 
and.  neighbouring  rights·  and  a  .substantial  improvement  on . the  Berne  and 
_Rome Conventions, which had not been revised since _1971  and 1961  respectively.  . 
.  .  .  . 
TheTreaties' provisions cover the exploitation ofwo~ks  both by traditional means and by 
means of ne\v  tcchnol()gies.  They are of particular importance in  the  latter case,  this · 
being the first time that international treaties have dealt with the opportunities and risks 
thrown up by new, technologies and put forward appropriate solutions before su.ch  risks 
arise.  This  ex ante approach confirms  the  necessity and  the  importance of identifying 
global solutions. to  situations which will not be confined to the national sphere for much. 
1ong~r. 
·This applies in  particular to  the right of ·r~production, which has  been the  subject of 
vigorous debate during the Conference and is included in the Treaties. Although th~ latter.· 
do-- not  contain  any  specific  provisions  on. temporary  reproductions  of  work~  or · 
pe'rforinances, the final  declarations adopted by the Conference confirm that, even in a 
digital  environment;  temporary  reproductions  of w~rks .remain  s~bject to  th~  te~t -of 
_  prejudice to economic interests provided for by Article 9 of the Berne Convention._ This 
·clarification makes a major contribution to the ongoing discussion  on  the  operation of 
interactive services in the information society. 
A_t the same time, the Treaties follow the traditional approach of international agreements 
in the  intellectual· property field  in establishing balanced-protection, which takes into 
consideration .the  rights  and  inter~sts  ~t stake  and  allows  countries  on  the  verge  of 
acceding to  the  Tre~ties the  necessarY'  flexibility .in  transposing them  into  their. national  ~ 
_ legislation. Together with the rules which the Commission has recently put forward in its 
-proposal for a Directive on copyright and related-r_ights in the Information Society,  I  these 
Treaties vyill  therefore  help  to  provide a high but balanced level. of pr()tection  for  the 
works  concerned;  while  allowing  the  general  public  access  to  material- available  vta 
. networks. 
Although the Conference failed to reach a consensus on certain matters, such as the. draft· 
.treaty  on  sui  gcncris  protection  for  databases  and_  the  extension  <;>f  the  protection 
Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Directive on the harmonisation of certain aspects of 
copyrigh·t and related  rights in_ the Information Society:_ COM(97) 628 final,  I 0.12.97. • 
provided by the WPPT for audiovisual performances, the WIPO will .continue its work 
on these topics, which may lead to other Diplomatic Conferences in the very near future. 
Detail~d  .content· 
•  •  ~  I  • 
More specifically, the Copyright Trea9' (WCT) supplements the Berne Convention for 
the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works and adapts  it to  the digital  environment-
Under the WCT, a~thors enjoy legal prote~tion  'iftheit work is distributed, commercially 
rented out, communicated to the public or made available to the public via networks, and 
they benefit from other rights enshrined in the Berne Convention. In addition, the WCT · 
provides specific protection for software and databases.  It also contains  provisio~s on 
technological protection measures (such as the circumvention of anti-copying measures), 
rights management information ·systems, and the enforcement of  rights. 
The Performances and Phonograms Treaty represents a major advance in protectiQn 
for  artists  and  producers  of phonog.rams.  Thanks to  the  new Treaty,  they  now enjoy 
exclusive  rights  in  the  following  areas:  copying,  distribution,  commercial  rental  and 
making  their  performances  and  phonograms  available  to  the· public  via  networks  .. 
Artists/performers and· producers of phonograms also have ·a  right of remuneratjon for 
broadcasting  and  any  other  means  of communication  to  the  public  of phonograms 
published for commercial purposes.  Like the WCT, this Treaty· also contains provisions 
on technological measures, rights management systems and the enforcement of  rights.  · 
The Community, represented by the Commission;. has taken part in the preparatory work 
.and  in  the  negotiations  at  the  Diplomatic  Conference,  on  the_ basis  of negotiating 
guidelines approved by the Council in 1991,  1992 and 1996.  The EU 1V1ember States 
have  also  played  an active  part in the  negotiations· leading  up  to· these  Treaties  and · 
acknowledge the positive results achieved. All sectors with an interest .iri  this area. 
· are satisfied with the outcome Of the negotiations and· now expect the Community and 
its Member States to approve the Treaties promptly.  ·  .  .  . 
Under  the  Treaties  (Article ·17(3)  of the  WCT and  Article  26(3)  of the  WPPT), ·the . 
European Community can become a contracting party; the Treaties give it the means 
to  play an ~ctive role in the bodies which are to  be established. The Council decided on · 
2 June 1997 to  authorise the signing of the Treaties, subject to  ratificat-ion, on behalf of 
the  European Community. All  the  Member States and the  European Community itself 
have now signed both Treaties.  ·  · 
The ·importance ofEuropcan Community approval of the Treaties 
In political· tenns,  approval  of the  Treaties .by  the  Council  would  demonstrtite  the  ·· 
importance which the  Comm-unity attaches  to  intellectual property rights.  In helping  to~ 
create an environment favourable  to  the  Treaties,  the  Community  would. thus  lay  the. 
foundations  for widespread  participation,  in  accordance with the wishes and economic 
interests of the sectors concerned within the Community. Moreover, with  the exception 
of a  minor  amendment  concerning  the  starting  point  for  protection  of the  rights  of 
producers of phonograms, Community legislation in the areas covered by  the 'rre::~ties is 
compatible with their principie$. 
Community approval would also have an extremely positive effect on the. likelihood of 
the. Treaties'  e1itering  into  force  quickly  smce  this  will  entail  thirty  instruments of 
./ .  .  .  . 
ratification  or accession.  A  number of delegations,  partici.Ilariy  from  the  central  and_ 
eastern European  countries -(CEECs), have already made it kllown that their accession to 
- the Treaties will depend on that of the Community and its Member State_s.  This implies 
that any  d~lay in ratification by  the Community  and its· Member  States would in turn 
delay accession by  those countries  . 
. The issu~ of competence 
. The  Community  often  has  sole  compete~ce in  are~ Sl:lbject  to  haml.oni~ation  at 
Community  level.  In  its  Opinion  1/94  of  15  November  1994  on  the- division  of 
responsibility  between the  CommlJnity _and  the  Member  States  with  regard  to  the 
conclusion· of the WTO Agreement and its arinexes, the Court of Justice confirmed the 
.  application in the intellectual property field of thejudgment on 'the European Agreement 
concerning the work of crews of vehicles· engag~d in international road tra,nsport (AETR) -
of  31.March 1971 (Case22/70). 
In that judgment, the Court emphasises that the Community's sole competence as regards 
the conclusion of  international agreements arises not only from an express conferment by 
the Treaty but may also flo:w from other Treaty provisions and acts adopted  pu~suant to · 
those provisions by the Community institutions. The Court is of  the opinion that, in so Jar 
as  Community  rules  are  adopted  in  order· to  satisfy  the. goals  of the  Treaty,. the · 
Member States  cannot  undertake  obligations  outside- the  framework  of Community 
institutions which might affect those rules or alter their scope. · 
'•' 
,. 
However, this conclusion needs to  be ,clarified in one respect in the light of the Court's 
Opinion 2191  of 19  March 1993 on ILO Convention No 170.  Having  noted that this 
Convention falls within the Community's reinit; the Court argued in its Opinion that such 
competence cannot be of  ?-h exclusive nature because the Community provisions adopted 
in this regard contained minimum requirements.- -
Over the  tast few· years,  the co·mmunity has  adopted  in  the  areas  covered by  the two 
_.  Treaties · a  series  of  directives  establishing  a  regulatory  framework  within  which 
practition~rs have been able  to  take  advantage 'of the  size  of the  single  market while'' 
enjoying a high level of  protection for their w'orks.  However, this .harm;nisation exer~is~ .  --
has-applied only to  certain aspects of intellectual property; and the_ Member States have 
ii1 many ca·ses been free to provide for higher levels ofprotection.  --
Moreover,  as  stated  in  the  Commission  communicCJ.tion  on  the · follow-up  to  the 
. Green Paper on copyright; certain areas covered by  the. Treaties are currently the subject 
of  a proposal for harmonisation at Community level.2  ·'  · 
.  . 
It  follo~s that the Community does riot have sole competence in all the areas covered by 
the  Treaties;  rather,  responsibility  is  shared.  Member  States  can  thus  approve those 
aspects of the Treaties which. relate to their area of comp_etence,  while the Community is 
the only party able to  approve aspects which_have been harmonised or are in the process 
of  hat~monisation.  In _this  -situation, -it  would  be  expedient..: in  ord~r  to  avoid. any  -
ambiguity ·in  the division of responsibilities -to stipulate tJ1at  the instrument of  approval · 
2  See footnote  I. on behalf of the Community ·can be ·deposited, along with the instrume.nts of ratification 
or. accession of the Member St~tes, as. of the moment the Council adopts the provisions 
amending and/or incorporating existingCominunity legislation.  . 
Legal bases 
The first  sentence of Article 228(2) of the  EC Treaty states  that. agreements are  t~ be 
concluded  by  the  Council,  acting  by_  a  qualified· majority  on  a  proposal  from·  the 
Commission.  Article 228(3) states that agreements are to  be concluded after consulting 
Parliament.  In  the  present instance, since an amendment to  existing  Community ·rules 
will be  required following. approval of  the Treaties, consultation of Parliament must take 
the fo.rm  of the assent procedure in. accordance with the second subparagraph of Article 
228(3).  Articles -57(2), 66 and lOOa, which con~titutethe legal bases for the Community 
harmonisation that-has taken place, are also.applicable. Proposai for a Council decision on the approval, 
on  behalf of the European Community, of t_he WIPO _Copyright Treaty 
and the WIPO·  Pe_rformances and Phonograms Treacy  · 
·~  . 
The Coi.incil of  the European Union,_ 
Haying. regard to  the Trea-ty  ~stabli~hing the European Community,  and  in partic_ular 
_  Articles 57(2),  66  and  .. 1  OOa  thereof,  taken  in conjunction  With  the  first  sentence  of 
Article 228(2) and the seco-nd subparagraphof Article 228_(3),  . 
- Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the asse~t of  th~ European Parliament, 
' 
Having 'regard to  the Copyright Treaty  and  the ··Performances  and  Phonograms Treaty 
adopted in  Geneva on 20 December  1996  under the 'auspices of the  World Intellectual 
Properly Organisation,  .,  / 
Whereas, as to substance, these Treaties, together with the rules recently propose_d  by: the 
Commission .in  its  proposalOfor  a Directive· on  copyright  and  related  rights  in  the. 
Information Society, will help to  ensure ·a.  balanced level of protection for works, while -
allowing the public access to material available via n.etworks;  · 
'  -
Whereas, : "in  accordance  with , the  Court  of  Jus.tice  -case-law  relating  to  · the 
European. Agreement. concerning the work of crews of vehicles engaged in international 
road  transport  (AETR), · whene~er  the  Community  adopts .  provisions -establishing 
coriunori rules in one form or another in  9~der to  impl~ment a comnion policy provided · 
for  by the Treaty, the Member States  no  longer ·have the  right,  either  individually  or 
. collectively, to enter into obligations with thin;i countries that affect those rules; whereas, 
as and when such common rules are established, the. Conur1unity alone is  in a  position to 
undertake and perfoi:m,. with effect f9r  the entire field of application of the Community · 
legal order, commitments entered-into with third countries; 
Whereas the subject-matter of .the  Treaties  falls  to  a  large  extent  within the  scope o( 
. existing Community directives in this field; 
Whereas it follows that the approval of the above-mentioned-Treaties. is a·  matter for both · 
· the Community ·and its Member States; 
\Vhereas  the ·  Treaties  should  · therefore  be  '  .  .  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
· European Community; 
Having  already  signed  the'  said  Treaties,  subject  to.  ratificiltion,  on  behalf  of  the· 
European Community; 
- ~--. HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
1.  The  WIPO  Copyright  Treaty  (WCT)  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
European Community. 
2.  The 'WIPO ·rerforinances and Phonograms  Treaty  (WPPT)  rs  hereby· approved on 
behalf of the European Cotnmunity  .. 
· 3. The texts of  the Treaties 'are attached to· this Decision. 
Article 2 
The  President  of the  Council  is  hereby  authorised  to  deposit  the  instr:uments  of 
ratification--with the Director General of the World Inteilectual Property Organisation as 
or'the date on which the Cou"ucil adopts the necessary measu~es to adapt and incorporate 
the existing Community provisions: 
Article 3 
i.  The Commission is hereby authorised  to· represent the  European· Community at the 
meetings of the Assemblies referred to  in the  Treaties and to  negotiate on its  behalf on 
issues which fall within the remit of  the Assemblies.  .  · 
2.  The position of the European Community shall be detem1ined by the Commission a·nd 
the  Member States within-thc;n:ompetent Council \vorking  party or at ad hoc meetings 
held  in -the  context  of work. under  the  ausptce~ of the  World  Intellectual  Property 
Organisation. 
'Done at Brussels on .... 
t-09 
\  . 
\VIPO Copyright 'f,rcaty (WCT) (1996}" 
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WIPO Copyriglu Trcaty'(WCT) (1996) 
Preamble 
The Contracting Parties, 
Desiring t~ develop and maintain the protectiory of the rights of authors 
in  their literary and artistic works  in a manner as effective and  uniform 
as possible, 
Recognizing the  need  to  introduce  new  international  rules  and  clarify 
the  interpretation  of certain existing rules  in  order to  provide adequate 
solutions to  the  questions  raised  by  new economic, social, cultural  and 
technological devc)opments, 
Recognizing the  profound  impact of the development and  convergence 
of information and  communication technologies on the creation and use 
of literary and artistic works, 
Emphasizing the  outstanding significance of copyright protection as  an 
incentive for literary and artistic creation, 
Recognizing  the. need  to  maintain  a  balance  between  the  rights  of 
authors  and the  larger  public  interest,  particularly  education,  research 
and access to .information, as reflected in the Berne Convention, 
Have agreed as follows: 
7. l 
0 
\ 
WI PO Copyrighl Trcaly (WCf) ( 1996) 
Articld 
Relation to the Berne Convention 
(I)  This  Treaty  is  a special  agreement  within  the  meaning  of 
Article  20  of the  Berne  Convention  for  the  Protection  of Literary  and 
Artistic  Works, as  regards  Contra~ting Parties that  ar~ countries of.thc 
Union  established  by  that Convention.  This Treaty shall  not  have  any 
connection  with  treaties  other than  the  Berne  Convention,  nor  shall  it· 
prejudice any rights and obligations under any other treaties. 
(2)  Nothing  in  · this·  Treaty  shall . derogate · from  existmg 
obligations that Contracting Parties have to each other under the Berne 
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. 
(3) · Hereinafter, "Berne Convention" shall  refer  to. the  Paris Act 
of July 24,  1971, ofthe Berne Convention for the Protection o(Litcrary 
arid Artistic Works. 
(  4)  Contracting Parties shall· comply with Articles  I to  21  and the 
Appendix of the Berne Convention.'  · 
Article 2 
Scope of Copyright Protection 
Copyright  protection  extends  to  expressions  and  not  to  ideas, 
procedures, methods of operation or mathematical conccpts.as such. 
, 
Agreed statement concerning Article  1(4):  The  repr~duction fight,. as set  out  in 
Article 9 of the  Berne  Convention.  and_thtt  exceptions permiuei thereunder, fully apply in 
the  digital environment,  in particular to  the  use  of works in  digital form.  It is  understood 
that  the  storage ·of a protected work in  digital form  in  an electronic medium' constitutes a 
. reproduction within the meaning of  Article 9 of  tire  Berne Convention.  . 
·'  I  . 
8 
WIPO Coj1yrigh1 Trcaly (WCT) (1996) 
Article 3 
/ 
Application ofArticles 2 to 6 of the Berne Convention 
. Contracting Parties shall apply mutatis mutandis the  provisions o( 
Articles  2\ to .6  Of the  Berne  Convention  in  respect  of the  protection 
provided for  in this Treaty.
2
.  \ 
Article 4 
Computer Programs 
Computer  programs  are  protected  as  Iiterary  works  within  the 
meaning of Article 2 of the Berne Convention.  Such protection applies 
to  computer  programs,  whatever  may  be  the  mode  or  fonn .of their 
.  • .  3  .  . 
, expression: 
l·  Agreed s(atenrent concerning Article 3:  It is ;mderstood that,  in apptying'Article 3 of 
tlrrs  Treaty.  the expression "country of  the  Union" in Articles 2 to 6 of  the Berne Convention 
will be read a.r !fit were a refaence.to a Contractiilg Party to tl;is  Treaty,' in the application 
of those  /lane  Ar11cles  1n  respt•ct  of protection  provided for  i11  tlris  Treaty.  It  is  also 
under.rtuod that the  expression  "country outside the  U11ion"  1n  those Articles in  tire  Berne 
.Convention will,  in  the  same  circumstances,  be  regd as· if it  were a reference  fo  a country 
that is not a Contracting Porty to  tlrrs  Treaty,  and that  "this Convention,;  in  Ariicles 2(8), 
2bis(2).  3.  4 and 5 of  the  Berne Conveniion will be read as if  it were a reference to the Berne 
Conventifin·ar;d this  Treaty.  Firrally.  it  is  unde;staod that a reference in  Articles 3 to  6 of 
the lleme Convention to a  "national of  one of  the co;mtries of  the .Union" will.  when these 
Articles are'applied to  this  Treaty,  mean,  in  regard to  an  intergovernmental.organization 
(hat is a Contracting Party to  this Treaty,  a cnationat of  one of  the  countries that is member 
of  that organi:ati9n.  ·  , 
·J  .  Agreed statement conceming  Article  4:  The  scope  of protection for  computer 
· progmms under irticle 4 of  this. Treaty.  read•with Article 2.  is consistent with Article 2 of 
the lie me Cmn•t•ntimr and on ·a par with the relevant provisions of  the  TRIPS Agreement  .. 
9 - -
WI PO Copyright Treaty (WCT) (1996) 
Ariidc 5 
Compilations of Data (Databases) 
Compilations  of data  or  other  material,  in  any  form,  which  by 
reason  of the  se'lection  or  arrangement  of their  contents  constitute 
intellectual  creations,  are  protected  as  such.  This  prot~c0on,  docs  not 
extend  to  the  data  or the  material  itself and  is  \vithoul  prejudice  to any· 
copyrighr  subsisting  in  the  data  or  material  contained  in  the 
compilation.
4 
Article 6 
Righ(  of Distribution 
(I) ·Authors  of  literary  and  artistic  works  shall  enjoy  the 
exclusive right of authorizing the making available to  the  public of the 
original  and  copies of their  works  through  sale  or  other  transfer  or 
ownership. 
(2)  Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the  freedom  of Contracting 
Parties to determine the conditions, if any,  under which  the  exhaustion 
of the right in  paragraph (I) applies after the  first  sale or other transfer 
of  ownership  of  the  orifinal  or  a  copy  of  the  work  with  the 
authorization of the author.  . 
Agreed statement concerning Article 5:  The  scope of  protection for compilatiom of 
data (databases) under Artic:le 5 of  this Treaty,  read with Article 2,  is consistent with Article 
2 'of the  Berne  Convention  and  on  a  par  with  the  relevant  provisions  of  the  TRIPS 
Agreement.  .  .  , 
J  Agreed statement  concerning  Articles  6  and  7:  As 11sed  in  these  Articles,  the 
'expressions  "copies" and "original and copies," being subject to the  right of  distribution 
and the right of  rental under the said Articles, refer  ex~lusively to fixed copies that can be 
put into circulation as tangible objects. 
10 
WII'O Cupyright Treaty (WCT) ( 1_996) 
Article 7 
Right of Rental 
(I)  !\ uthors of 
(i)  computer programs;. 
(ii)  cinematographic works:  and 
(iii)  works  embodied  in  phonograms,  as  determined  in  the 
national law of Contracting Parties, 
shall  enjoy the  exclusive right  of authorizing commercial rental  to  the 
public of the originals or copies of their works. 
(2)  Paragraph (I) shall not apply 
(i)  ·in  the  case  of computer  programs,  where  the  program 
itselfis not the essential object of the rental;  and 
(ii)  in  the  case  of  cinematographic  works,  unless  such 
cotnmer~.ial  rental  h;is  led  to  widespread  copying  of  such  works 
materially impairing the exclusive right of reproduction·. 
(J)  Notwithstanding  the  provisions  of paragraph  (I),  a Contracting 
.·Party that, on April  15,  1994, had and continues to have in force a system of 
equitable  remuneration  of authors  for  the  rental  of copies  of their  works 
embodied  in  phonograms  may  maintain  that  system  provided  that  the 
commercial rental  of works embodied  in  phonograms is  not  givi'ng rise· 
to  the  material  impairment  of the. exclusive  right  of reproduction  of 
authors.
6
·
7 
Agreed statement  concerning  Articles  6  and  7:  As  used  in  these  Articles,  the 
expressions  "copies" and "original and copies, ..  being subject to  the  right of  distribution 
and th~ right of  rental under the  said Articles,  refer exclusively to fixed copies that can be 
put into circulation as tangible objects. 
7
•  Agreed statement conceming·Article 7:  It  is  understood that the  obligation  under 
Article  7{1)  does  not  require  a  Contracting  Party  to  provide  an  exclusive  right  of 
commercial rental to  authors  who,  under  thor  Contracting  Party.'s  law,  are  not  granted 
rights  in  resper;t  of phonograms. ·  lt is  underJtood that  this  ob/1gaiion  is  consistent  with 
Article f.l(l) o(rhe 7RII'S A!:IWIIIL"IIf.. 
II ·t-J 
WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) (1996) 
Article 8 
Right of Communication to the Public 
Without  ·prejudice  to  the  provisions  of  Articles  ll(l)(ii),. 
llbis(l)(i) and  (ii),  llter(l)(ii),  14(1)(ii)  and  14bis(l) of the  Berne 
Convention,  authors  of  literary- and  artistic  works  shall  enjoy  the-
exclusive right of authorizing any communication to  the  public of their 
works, by wire or wireless means, including the making available to the 
public  of their works  in  such  a way  that  members  of ihe  puhlic  may 
access  these  works  from  a place  and  at  a time  individually chosen  by 
8  .  . 
them.  ·  ..  · ·  ·  · 
-' 
Article 9 
Duration of the Protection of Photographic WorkS 
In respect of photographic works, the Contracting Parties shall  not 
_apply the provisions ofArticle 7(4) of the Berne Convention. 
Article 10 
Limitations and Exceptions 
(1)  :Contracting Parties may,  in their 'national  legislation, provide 
for  limitations  of or  exceptions  to  the  'rights  granted  to  authors  of 
literary .and artistic works under this Treaty in certain special cases that 
1  do  not  conflict  with  a  normal  exploitation  of the  work  and  do  not 
unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. 
\ 
\ 
~:  Agreed·statement concerning Article 8:  It  is  under:;tood that the mere  pr~v1sion of 
physical facilities for  enabling  or  making a  communication does  not  in  itself amount  to 
communication  within  the  meaning of this  Treaty or the  fJerne  Com·ent/011.  It  IS furtiler 
unde~stood  that· nothing  in  Art1cle 8  precludes  a  Contracting  /'arty  from  opplylllg 
Article II  bis(2}. 
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(Article J  0, continued] 
"-
(2)  Contracting Parties shall,  when applying the  Berne  Convention, 
con.fine any  liti1itations of or exceptions to rights provided  for therein to 
certain special  cases  that  do  not  conflict  with  a normal  exploitation of 
the  work  and  do not  unr~asot1ably prejudice  the  legitimate  interests  of 
· the author.
9 
Article 11 
Obligations concerning Tec~nological Measures 
Contracting. Parties  shall  provide  adequate  legal  protection  and 
effective  legal  remedies  against  the  cir~umvention  of  effective 
technological  measures that are  us~d by authors  in  connection. with  the 
exercist: of their  rights  under this Treaty or  the  Berne Convention and 
that  restrict acts,  in  respect of their works,  which are  not  authorized  by 
. the authors concerned 'Or permitied by law. 
j 
Agr!'<'d  stotell!<'lll conceming Attic!<'  /0:  It  is  umlastood·that the  provisions. of 
Article 10 pemzit Contracting  l'arti~s to  carry forll'ard and appropriately extend into  the 
digllal  environmet;t  limitatiom  and  exceptio/IS  in  their  national' laws  which  have  been 
COIISldered  acceptable ,under the  /!erne  Convention.  Similarly,  these provisions should be 
understood to 'permit Controcting Parties to  devise  new exceptiq_ns and limitations that are 
appropriate 111  the digitalnetll'ork em·iromr1ent.  '  ' 
It  is  also undedtood that  Article  10(2)  neither  reduces  nor extends  the  scope  of 
applicabi/(ly o(ti1e limitations and exceptions permitted by the Beme Convention. 
13 - VJ 
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Article 12 
Obligations concerning Rights Management Information 
(I)  Contracting Parties shall  provide adequate and  effective legal 
remedies  against  any  person  knowingly  performing·  any  of  the 
·following  acts  knowing,  or  with  respect . to  civil  remedies  having 
reasonable  grounds  to  know,  that  it  will  induce,  enable,  facilitate  or  ' 
conceal  an  infringement  of any. right  covered  by  this  Treaty  or  the 
Berne Convention: 
(i)  to  remove  or  alter  any ·electronic  rights  management 
.  infonnation without authority; 
(ii)  to  distribute,  import  for  . distribution,  broadcast  or 
communicate to the public, without authority, works or copies of works· 
knowing  that  electronic  rights  management  information  has  been 
removed or altered without authority. 
(2)  As  used  in  this  Article,  "rights  management  information" 
means  infonnatlon which  identifies  the  work,  the  author of the  work,. 
the owner of any right  in  the work, .or  information about ihe terms and 
conditions of use of the work, and  any  numbers or codes that represent 
such infonnation, when any of these .items of infonnation is attached to. 
a copy of a work or appears in connection· with the communication of a 
.  •  10 
work to the public. 
) 
10  Agreed statement conceming Artie/!!  11:  It  is  undersu~od that  the  reference  to 
"infringement of  any right covered by.this Trea1y or  tlu!  Berne  Convention" includes both 
exclusive right:s and rights of  remuneration. 
·  It is further understood that Contracting Parties will not relyon this Article to devise 
·or implement rights management S)•.slems  tlrat wou!ihave the  effect of  imposing formalities 
which  are  not permilled under the  Berne  Convention  or  this  Treaty,  prohibiting  the free 
movement of  goods or impeding the enjoyment of  rights under this Tr_eaty. 
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Article 13 
Application in Time 
Contracting Parties shall apply the provisions· of Article  18 of the 
13erne Convention to all  protection provided for in this Treaty. 
Article'14 · 
Provisions on Enforcement of Rights 
(I)  Contracting  Parties· undertake  to  adopt,  in  accordance  with 
their legal  systems, the measures necessary to ensure the application of · 
this Treaty.  · 
(2)  Contracting Parties shall ensure that enforcement procedures 
are available under their law so as to permit effective action against any 
act  of  infringement  'of  rights  covered  by  this  Treaty~  including 
expeditious  remedies  to. prevent  infringements  nnd  remedies  which · 
constitute a deterrent to further infringements. 
,. 
Article IS 
Assembly 
(I )(a)  The Contracting Parties shall have an Assembly. 
(b)  Each  Contracting  Party  shall  be  represented  by  one 
delegate  who  may  be  assisted  by  alternate  delegates,  advisors. and 
experts. 
(c)  The  expenses  of each  delegation  shall  be  borne  by  the 
Contracting  Party  that  has  appointed  the  delegation.  The  Assembly 
m'ay  ask  the  World  Intellectual<  Property  Organization  (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  "WIPO") to  grant  financial  assistance  to  facilitate  the 
participation of delegations. of Contracting Parties 'that are regarded as 
IS -F  ,, 
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'  ' 
[Article  15( I  )(c), continued] 
developing q>Untries  in  conformity with the established  practice of the 
General  Assembly  of the  United  Nations  or  that  are  countries  in 
transition to a market economy. 
l  . 
(2)(a)  The  Assembly  shall  deal  .  with  matters  concerning  the 
maintenance  and  development  of this Treaty  and  the  application  and 
operation o~this'Treaty. _  . 
{b)  The  Assembly  shall  perform  the  function  allocated  to  it 
under  Article 17(2)  in  respect  of  the\  admission _ of  certain 
intergovernmental organizations to become party to this Treaty. 
(c)· The  Assembly  shall  decide  the  convocation  of  any 
diplo.matiC. conference  for  the  revision  of this  Treaty  and  give  the 
necessary  instructions  to  the  Director  General  of  WIPO  for  the 
preparation of  such diplomatic conference. 
(3)(a)  Each  ContraCting  Party  that  is  a State  shall  l)ave  one vote 
and shall vote only in its own name. 
(b)  Any  Contracting  Party  that  is  an  intergovernmental 
organization may participate in the vote,  in  place oCits Member States, 
with a number of votes equal to the. number of its Member States which 
are party to this Treaty.  No  such  intergovernmental organization shall 
_participate in the vote if any one of its Member States exercises its right 
to vote and vice versa.  .  · 
(4)  The Assembly shall  meet  in ordinary session ·once every two 
years·upon convocation by the Director General-of WIPO. 
(5)  The  Assembly  shall  establish  its  own  rules 'of procedure, 
ihcluding the  convocation of extraordinary  sessions,  the  requirements 
of a quorum and, subject to the provisions ·of this Treaty, the  required 
majority for various kinds of decisions .. 
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Article 16 
International Bureau 
The  International ·  Bureau  of  WIPO  shall  perform  the 
administrative tasks concerning the Treaty. 
Article 17 
./ 
Eligibility for Becoming PartY to ti1e Treaty 
(I)  Any  Member  'state  of WIPO  may  become  party  to  this 
Treaty. 
'  '  ' 
(2)  The  Assembly  may  decide  to  admit  any  intergovernmental 
organization  to  become  party  to  this  Treaty  which  declares  that  it  is 
competent  in  respect  of,  and  has  its  own  legislation binding on  all  its 
Member States on,  matters covered bythis Treaty and  that  it  has  been 
duly authorized,  in  accordance with its .internal procedures, to  bec·ome 
·.party to this Treaty. 
(3)  The· European  Community,  having  made. the  declar~tion 
referred cto  in  the  preceding  paragraph  in -the  Diplomatic  Conference 
that has adopted this Treaty, may become  p~rty to this Treaty. 
Article18 
Rights .and Obligations under the Treaty 
Subj~ct to  any  specific  provisions  to  the  contrary  in  this  Treaty,  . 
.  ,  .  .  I 
each Contractirig Party shall enjoy all of  the rights and 'J-SSume all of the 
·obligations under this  Treaty~ 
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Article 19 
Signature of the Treaty 
This Treaty  shall  be  open  for  signature until  December 31,  1997, 
by any Member State of WJPO and  by the European Community. 
Arliclc20 
Entry into Force of the Treaty 
· This Treaty shall enter into force three months after 30 instruments of 
ratification  or  accession  by States  have  been  deposited  with  tlie  Director 
General ofWIPO. 
Article 21 
Effective Date of Becoming Party to the Treaty 
Jhis Treaty shall bind: 
{i)  the 30 States referred to  in Article 20, from the date on which 
this Treaty has entered into force;  ·  · 
(ii) · each other State, from the expiration of three months from the 
date  on  which. the State has deposited  its  instrument with  the  Director 
General of WIPO; 
(iii)  the  European  Community,  from  the  expiration.  of·  three 
months after the deposit of its  instrument of ratification or accession  if 
such  instrument  has  been  deposited  after  the  e!ltry  into  force  of this  . 
Treaty  according  to  Article  20,  or,  three  months  after  the  entry  into 
force  of this Treaty  if such  instrument  has  b'een  deposited  before  the 
entry into force of this Treaty; 
(iv)  any  other  intergovernmental  or-ganization  that  is  admitted  to 
become  party  to  this  Treaty,  from  the  expiration of three  months  after  . 
he deposit of its instrument of accession. 
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Article 22 
.  . 
No Reservations to  the Treaty 
No_res.ervation_to this Treaty shall  be admitted. 
Article 23 
Denunciation of the Treaty 
This  Treaty  may  be  denounced  by  any  Contracting  Party  by 
notification addressed to the Director General of WIPO.  Any denunCiation 
shall  take effect one year  from  the  date on which the  Director General 
of WI PO received the notification. 
Article 24 
Languages of the Trea·ty 
(I)  This Treaty  is  signed  in  a single  original  in  English,· Arabic, 
·Chinese,  French,  Russian  and- Spanish  ianguages,  the  versions  in  all 
these languages being equally authentic. 
(2)  An official text  in  any  language other than those  referred  to 
in  paragraph (I) shall  be established by  the  Director General  of WIPO 
on  the  requesi  of an  interested  party,  after  consultation  with  all  the 
interested parties.· For the purposes of this paragraph, "interested party" 
means  any  Member State of WJPO  whose  official  language,  or one  of. 
whose  official  languages,  is  involved  and  the  European  Community, 
and  any other intergovernmental organization that inay become party to 
this Treaty, if one of its official languages is involved. 
19 0' 
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Article 25 
Depositary 
The Director General of WIPO ·is the depositary of this Treaty. 
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Preamble 
The Contracting Parties, 
Desiring  to  develop  and  maintain  the  protection  of the  rights  of 
performers and  producers of phonograms  in  a manner as  effective and 
unifonn as possible,  · 
Recognizing the  need .to  introduce. new  international  rules  in  order to 
provide adequate solutions to  the questions raised  by economic, social, 
cultural and technological developments. 
· Recognizing the  profound  impact of the development and  convergence 
of information and communication technologies on  the  production and 
use of performances and phonograms, 
Recognizing  the  need  to  n1aintain  a  balance  between  the  rights  of 
performers and  producers of phonograms and  the larger public interest, 
particularly education. research and access to information, 
"< 
!lave agreed as follows: 
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C}IAPTER I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 1 
Relation to Other Conven'tions 
(I)  Nothing  i~  . this  Treaty  shall  de~ogate  from  existmg 
'  ' 
obligations  that  Contracting  Parties  have· to  each  other  under  the 
International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Prqducers of 
Phonograms  and  Broadcasting Organizations. done  in  Rcime,  October 
26, 1961  (hereinafter the "Rome Convention'} 
(2)  Protection granted  under  this  Treaty  shall  leave· intact and  , 
. shall in no way affect the protection of copyright in literary and  artistic 
works.'  Consequently, no provision of  this Treaty may be interpreted as 
prejudiCing such protection. 
1 
· 
(3)  This Treaty shall  not  have  any  connection with, nor shall  it 
prejuqice any rights and obligations under, aJiy other treaties. 
Article 2 
Definition~ 
For the purposes of  this Treaty: · 
(a)  "performers"  are  actors,  singers,  musicians,  dancers,  aild 
other· persons  who  act,  sing,  deliver,  declaim,  play  ir1,  interpret,  or 
otherwise perform literary or. artistic works or expressio~s of fo,lklore; 
I  Agreed statement concerning Article I (1):  It is understood that Article I (2)  clarifies 
the  relationship  between rights  in phonograms under this  T~eaty and copyright  in  works 
embodied in the phonograms.  In  cases where authorization is needed from both the alllhor 
of  a work embodied in  the phonogram and a performer .or producer owning rights iir  the 
.  phonogram: the need  for the authorization of  the author does noi cease to exist. because the  .. 
'authorization oft  hi performer or proqucer is also required: and vice versa. 
It  is further  understood that nothing in  Article  1(2)  precludes a  Contracting  Party 
from  providing exclusive ·rights to  a performer or producer of  ph~~ogra_ms beyond those 
requ\red to be provided rmd.:r this· Treaty, 
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[Article 2, continued] 
(b)  "phonogram"  means  the  fixation  of  the  sounds  of  a 
perfor!llance or ofother sounds. or or a representation of sounds, other  . 
than  in. t.he  form  of  a  fixation  incorporated  in  a  cinematographic  or. 
other,audiovisual work;
2 
'  -
-(c)  --"fixation"  means  the  embodiment  of  sounds,  or of  the 
representatipns thereof, from  whicll they can be  perceived·,  reproduced. 
or communicated through a device; 
(d)  "producer of a  phonogram"  means  the  person,  or the  legal 
entity,  who  or which takes  the  initiative  and  has  the  responsibility for 
the first  fixation of the sounds of a performance or other sounds, or the 
representations of  sounds; 
(e)  · "publication'' ofa fiX:~d performance or a phonogram  means 
the offering of copies of the .fixed performance ?r the phonogram to the 
public, with the consent of the rightholder, and provided that copies are 
offered ~o the public in reasonable quantity;
3 
· 
(I)  "broadcasting" ineans the transmission by wireless means for 
public  reception  of  sounds  or  o,f  images  and  sounds  or  of  the 
representations  thereof;  such  transmission  by  satellite  .is  also 
.  '  '  '•  ( 
"broadcasting";  transmission  of encrypted. signals  is  "broadcasting" 
where  the  means  for  decrypting  are  provided  to  the  public  by  the· 
broadcasting organization or with its consent; 
2  Agreed statpr_1ent  concertring  Article 2(b):  It  is  understood that  ihe  definition  of 
phonogram provided in Article 2{b) does not suggest 'that ri'ghts in the phonogram are in any 
way affected through their incorporation into a cinematographic or other audiovisual work. 
. 
3  Agreec( statement concerning Articles  2(e),  8,  9,  12,  and 13:  As  used  in  these· 
Articles.  the expressions  "copies" and "original and copies," being subjectto.the right of 
distribution and the  right of  rental under the  said Articles.  ~efer exclusively to fixed copies 
·that can he put into circulation.as tangible objects.  '. 
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[Article 2,  co~tinued] 
(g)  "communicatio-n  to  the  public"  of  a  performance  or  a 
phonogram  means ·the  transmission  to  the  public  by  any  medium, 
otherwise  than  by  broadcasting,  of sou-nds  of a  performance  or  the 
sounds or the representations of sounds fixed  in a  phonogram.  For the 
purposes of Article  15, "communication to the public'' includes making 
the sounds or representations of  sounds fixed in a phonogram audible to 
the .public.  ·  . 
Article 3 
Beneficiaries of Protection under this Treaty  . "-
(I)  Contracting  Parties  shall  accord  the  ·protection  provided 
under this Treaty to the  performers and  producers of phonogram$ who 
are nationals of  other Contracting Parties. 
(2)  .The  nationals  · of  other  Contracting  Parties  shall  be 
understood  "to  be  those  performers  or  producers  of phonograms  who 
would meet the criteria for eligibility for  protection provided under the 
Rome  Convention,. were  all  the  Contracting_ Parties  to  this  Treaty 
Contracting States  of that  Convention.·  In  respect  of these .criteria of 
eligibility, ·Contracting  Parties  shall  apply  the  relevant  definitions  in 
Article 2 ·of this Treaty.
4 
(3)  Any  Contracting  Party  availing  itself  of the  .possibilities 
provided in ArtiCle 5(3) of the Rome Convention or, for the purposes of 
Article  5 of the  same  Convention,  Article  17  thereof shall  make  a 
notification as  foreseen  in  those  provisions to  the  Director General  of 
the World Intellectual Property-Organization (WIPO).~ 
Agreed  ~tatement concerning Article 3(2):  For  the application. of  Article 3(2).  it is 
understood that fixation means the fimi/izalion of  tire master tape (':bande-mere "). 
5  Agreed statement concerning Article 3:  .It is understood that the reference in Articles 
5(a) and 16(aj(iv) of  the  Rome Convention to  "national of  another Contracting State ·• \viii, 
.when applied to this Treaty,  mean,  in regard ~o an intergovernmental organization that is a 
Contracting Party to this Treaty,  a national of  pne of  the countries thai is a member o] that 
organization. 
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Article 4 
National Treatment 
(I)  Each  Contracting  Party  shall  accord  to  nationals  of other 
· Contracting Parties, as defined  in Article 3(2), the treatment it accords 
to  its  own  nationals  with  regard  to  the  exclusive  rights  specifically 
granted  in  this  Treaty,  and  to  the  right  to  equitable  remuneration. 
.  provided for in Article 15 of this Treaty. 
(2) · The obligation provided for  in  paragraph (I) does not apply 
to  the  extent  that  another  Contracting  Party  makes  use  of  the 
reservations pennitted by Article 15(3) of  this Treaty. 
I  .  . 
CHAPTER II 
RIGHTS OF PERFO"Q.MERS 
·Article 5 
Moral RightsofPerformers 
(I)  Independently  of a  perfonner's  economic  rights,  and  even 
after the transfer of those rights; the perfonner shall, as regards his live 
aural  performances  or  perfonnances  fixed  in  phonograms, .have  the 
right to  claim  to  be  identified  as" the. perfohner of his  performances, 
except  where  omission  is .. dictated  by  the  manner  of the  use- of the 
perfonnance,  and  to  object  to  any  distortion,  mutilation  or  other 
mo(jification  of his  perfonnances  that  would  be  prejudicial  to· his 
reputation. 
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[Article 5, continued] 
(2)  The  rights  granted  to  a  performer  in  accordance  with 
paragraph  (1)  shall,  after  his  death,  be  maintained,  at  least  until  the 
expiry of the economic  rights,  and  shall  be exercisable by the  persons. 
.  or  institutions  authorized  by  the  legislation  of the  Contracting  Party.· 
where  protection  is· claimed.  However,  those. Contracting  Parties 
whose legislation, at the moment of their ratification of or accession to 
this  Treaty,  does  not  provide  for  protection  after  the ·death  of the  · 
performer of all  rights set out in  the  preceding paragraph  n:tay  provide 
that some.ofthese rights will, after his death, cease.to be maintained. 
.  . 
(3)  · The  means  of redress  for  safeguarding  the  rights  granted 
under  this  Article  sh.all  be  governed  by  the  ;  legislation  of  the 
Contracting Party where protection is claimed. 
Article 6 
Economic Rights of Performers in  their Unfixed Performances · 
Performers  shall  enjoy  the  exclusive  right  of authorizing,  as 
regards their performances: 
(i)  the  broadcasting  and  communication  to  the  public  of their 
unfixed  performances  except  where  the  performance  is  already  a 
broadcast· performance;  and 
(ii)  the fixa.tion of their unfixed performances. 
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Article 7 · 
Right of Reproduction 
Performers shall enjoy the exclusive right, of authorizing the direct 
or indirect reproduction of their performances fixed  in  phohograms,  in 
any manner or form-.6  · 
·Article 8 
Right of Distribution 
(I)  Performers shall enjoy the exclusive right ofauthorizing the 
making  available  to  the  public  of the  original  and  copies  of their 
performances  fixed  in  phonograms  through  sale  or  other  transfer  of 
ownership...  .  . 
(2)  Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of Contracting 
Parties to det.ermine the conditions, ifany, under which the exhaustion 
of the right  in  paragraph ( l) applies after the first sale or other transfer 
of ownership of  the original or, a copy ofthe fixed performance with the 
.  .  7  '  .  authorization of the performer.  ·  ·  . 
. Agreed statemellt conceming Articles 7,  II and 16:  The  reproduction right,  as set 
out in Articles. 7 ·and  II, and the  exceptions permitted-therermder through Article 16, fully 
apply in the digital environment.  in particular to the  use of  performances and phonograms· 
in· digital form.  >It  is  linder~tood that the storage of  a protected performance or phonogram 
in. digital form ·in an electronic niedium constitilles a reproduction  within  the  meaning of · 
these Articles. 
7  Agreed swtemmt conceming· Articles  l(e},  8,  9,  11,  and IJ:  As used in  these 
Articles,  the  expressions "coptes" and "original and copies," being subject to the right of 
distribution and the right OJ retitalunder the said Articles,  refer exclusively to .fixed copies 
that can he plllmto ci~culation a.!. tangible ob;ects. 
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Article 9 
Right of ll.entnl 
0)  Performers shall enjoy  the  exclusive right of authorizing the 
commercial  rental  to  the  public  of the  original  and  copies  of their 
performances fixed  in phonograms as determined  in the national.law of 
, Contracting Parties; even  after. distribution of them  by,  or  pursuant to, 
authorization by the performer. 
(2)  'Notwithstanding  the  . provisions  of  paragraph  (I),  a 
Contracti.ng Party that, on April  15, 199( had and continues to have in 
force a system of equitable remuneration of perfonners for the rental of 
copie·s  of their  perfonnances  fixed  in  phonograms,  may ·maintain  that 
system provided that the commercial rental of  phonograms is not giving 
.  . 
rise to the material impairment of the exclusive right of reproduction of 
perfonners. 
8 
Article 10 
Right of Making Available of Fixed Performances 
Perfonners  shall  enjoy  the  exclusive  right  of authorizing  the 
making  available  to  the  public  of  their  performances  fixed  in 
phonognims, by wire or wireless means,  in such a way that members of 
the  public  may  access  them  from  a place  and  at  a time  individually 
chosen by them. 
Agreed statement concerning Articles 2(e),  8,  9,  12, ·ani 13:  As  used  in  these 
Articles, the expressions  "copies" and "original and copies," being subject to  the  right of 
distribution and the  right of  rental under the said  Articles, refer exclusively to fixed ·copies 
that can be put into circulation as tangible objects. 
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CHAPTER III 
RIGHTS OF PRODUCERS OF PHONOGRAMS 
Article II 
·night of Reproduction 
Producers  of  phonograms · shall  enjoy  the  exclusive  right  of 
authorizing the direct or  indirect  reproduction of their phonograms,  in . 
ti 
9  .  any manner or  orm.  .  . . 
Article 12  · 
Right _of Distribution 
(1)  Producers  of phonograms  shall  enjoy  the  exclusive right  of 
authorizing the making available to the public of the original and copies 
of their ph6nograms through sale or other transfer of ownership. 
(2)  Nothing in this Treaty shat"l  affect the freedom of Contracting 
Parties to determine the conditions, if any,  under whiCh  the exhaustion 
of th.e  right  in paragraph (I) applies after the  first sale or other transfer 
of ownership  of the  original  or  a copy  of the  phonogram  with  the 
authorization of the producer of  the phonogram.
10 
tlgreetl l'flllement concerning Articles  7,  II anti 16:  The  reproduction right.  as set 
out in  Articles land II, and the  exceptions permilled thereunder through Article /6, fully· 
apply in  the  digital environment.  in particular to  the  use of  performances dnd photiograms  · 
in digital .form.,  It  is understood that' the storage of  a protected performance or phonogram 
in  digital .form  in  an  electronic medium constitutes a reproduciion  within  the  meaning of 
these Articles. 
HI  Agreed statement conceming Articles 2(e},  ~.  9,  12,  and 13:  As  used in  these 
Articles,  the expressions. "copies" and  "o~iginal and copies," being subject to the right of 
distribution and the  right of  rental under the said Articles,  refer exclusively to fixed copies 
that can be put into circulation ps tangible objects. 
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Article i3 
Right.of Rental 
- (I).  Producers  of phonograms  shall  enjoy the  exclusive  right  of 
authorizing' the. commercial  rental  to  the  public  of the original  and 
copies ·of their  phonograms,  even  after· distribution  of them  by, .  or 
pursuant to, authorization by the producer; 
.  .  .  .  . . 
(2) Notwiths,tanding  the  provisions  of  paragraph  (I),  a 
Contracting Party that, on April  15,  1994, had and continues to have  in 
. force  a system  of equitable remurlhation of pro'ducers  of phonograms 
for the rental  of copies of their phonograins, may !llaintain that system 
provided that the commercial rental of phonograms is not giving rise to 
the  material  itnpainnent  of the  exclusive  right  of reproduction  iof 
producers of phonograms. 11  .  < 
Article 14 
Right of Making Available of Plionograms 
Producers  of phonograms  shall  enjoy  the  exclusive  ~ight  of 
authorizing the  ll)aking available to· the  public of their. phonograms,  by 
wire or wireless means,  in such a way that members of ihe  public may 
access them from a place and at a time individually :Chosen by them. 
11  Agreed statement concerning Articles 2(e),  8,  9,  /2,  and  13:  As  used in-.ihese 
· Articles, 'the expressions  "copies" and "original and copies~" being subject to  the right of 
distribution and the right of  rental under the said Articles, refer exclusively to fixed copies 
thatcan be put into circulation as tangible objects. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COI_VlMON PROVISIONS 
Article 15 
Right to Remuneration for Broadcasting 
·  and Communicati~n ta the Public 
'\•. 
J; 
(I)  Performers ·and  producers  of phonograms · shall  enjoy  t_he 
right to a single equitable remuneration  ~or the direct or indirect use of 
· phonograms published for commercial  p~rposes for broadcasting orfor 
any communication to_the publi~  .. 
(2)  Contracting Parties may establish in their national  legislation 
that the single equitable remuneration shall be claimed from theuser by 
the  performer  or  by  the . producer  of  a  phonogram  or  by  both. 
Contracting Parties may enact national legislation that, in the absence of 
an agreement  betwe~n the performer and the producer of a phonogr~m. 
sets  the  ·terms  according  to  which  performers  and  pr<?ducers  of 
phonograms shall share the single equitable remuneration. 
(3)  Any Contracting Party may, in a notificatipn deposited with the 
Director  General  ofWIPO,  declare  that  it  will  apply  the  provisions  of 
paragraph _(I)  only  in  respect  of certain  uses,  or  that  it  will-limittheir 
application in some other way, or that it will not apply these provisions at·-. 
all.  ·  ·  · 
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.  _(4)  For the. purposes of this Article, phonograms made available to 
the public by  wire or wireless means  in  such  a way that  members. of  th~ 
public may access them from a plac~ and at a time individually cl)osen by 
. them  shall  be considered  a5  if they  had  been  published  for  commerci~l 
purposes. 12·D  .  . 
Article 16 
Limitations and Exceptions 
(I)  Contracting  Parties  may,  in  their  national  legislation,  provide 
for  the  same  kinds  of limitations  or  exceptions  with  regard  to  the· 
protection  of performers  and  producers  of phonograms  as  they  provide 
for,  in  their  national  legislation,  in  connection  with  the  protection  of 
copyright in literary  andartisti~ works. 
/ 
12  ·  .•  Agreed statement canceming Article  TJ:  It  is  understood 1hat  Article 15  does  1101 
represent a complete resolution of  tire  level of  right.! of  hrom/ca.~ting and commrmicatrmr to 
the  public that should be  enjoyed·by performers and phonogram producers ;, the digital 
age.  Delegations were  un.able ·to ach1eve  con.iemus on· differing propo.tal.r for a.v;ecl.r  of 
exclusivity to  he provided in certain cimmistances or for rigirt.1  to  be  pro~ided ";itlto111  tire 
possibility·of  reservations, and irm·e  ther~fore left tire  1-1Sue  to futrm: resolution. 
13  Agreed statement conceming Article 15:  It  is  imders/ood thi:u  Article 15  does nor 
prevent the  granting of. the  rrght  conferred by thrs  Article  to  performers of  folklore. and 
p~oducers of phonograms  recording  folklore  where  .ruch  plronograms  /rave  not  been 
published  for commerc10/ gain. 
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[Article  I  6, continued] 
(2)  Contracting  Parties  shall  confine  any  limitations  of  or 
exceptions  to  rights  provided  for  in  this  Treaty  to  certain  special  cases 
which  do  not conflict with  ~ normal.exploitation of the  performance or 
phonogram  and  do  not unreasonably  prejudice  the  le~itimate interests 
of.the performer or of the producer of  tl_le phonogram.
1  .I~  .  . 
Article 17 
Term of Protection 
(I)  The term of protection to  be granted to performers under this 
Treaty shall last, at least, until the end of a period of"SO years computed 
from  the  end  of the  ye'!r  in  which  the  performance  was  fixed  in  a 
phonogram. 
"  Agreed statement concemig Articles 7,  II and 16:  The reprotjuction right, as set out 
in Articles 7 and II. and the exceptions perm/fled thereunder through Article 16, fully apply 
in  the  digitof.environment.  in  pariicular to  the·  use  of performances and phonogr~ms in 
digital form.  It  is understood that the storage of  a protected performance or phonogram in 
digital form in an· electronic medium  constilut~s a reproduction within the meaning of  these 
Artides.  · 
IJ  Agreed  statement  COIICI!rni11g  Article  /6;  The  agreed  statement  ·concerning 
Article /0  (on  Limitations  and Exceptions)  of the  W/PO  Copyright  Treaty  is  applicable 
11111/al1s  mutandi.r  al.ro  to  Article 16  (on  Li11;itations  and  Exceptions)  of the  WIPO 
l'erfomumces  cmd  l'honogrom.t  Treaty.  [The  text  of the  agreed  statement  concerning 
. Article 10 of the' wcr reads OJ follow.t:  "It is  understood that the provisions ofArticle /0 
permit  Contracting  /'artie.~  to .carry fon•·ard  and appropriately  extend  into  the  digital 
·cm;ironmenl /ip1italimrs  and exceptions in  their national Jaws  which have  been considered 
acceptable 11nder the  Be me Convention.  Similarly., th~se provisions should be understood to 
permit Contracting Parties to dewse new exceptions and limitations 'that are appropriate in 
tire digital network environme111 .. · 
"/tis al.1o  wrdersto'od that  Article  10(2)  neirlre"r  reduces nor extends  the  scope  of 
applicol>ili~l' of  the lmritatiom and exceptions permilled by the_Berne Convention."]  · 
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[Article  17, continued] 
(2)  The  term  of  protection  to  be  granted  to  producers  of 
phonogra:ms  under  this Treaty  shall  last,  at  ·least~  until  the  end  of a. 
period  of 50  years  computed  from  ·the  e!ld ·of the  year  in  which  the 
phonogran1  was  published,  or  failin'g  such ·publication ,within  50  years· 
from  fixation  of the  phonogram,  50 years  from  the  end  of  the  year  in 
•  which the fixation was made. 
Article 18 
Obligations concerning Technological Measures. 
Contracting' Parties  shall  provide  adequate  fegal,  protection  and 
effective  legal  remedies  again~t  the  circumvention  of  effective 
technological  measures ·that  are  used  by  performers· or  producers  of 
' phonograms  in  connection with  the  exercise of their  ri~hts under this 
Treaty  and  that  restrict  acts, · in  respect  of their  perfonnances  or 
phon6grams,  which  are  not  authorized  by  the  performers  or  the 
producers,'ofphon?grams concerned or permitted by law. 
Article 19 
-Obligations concerning Rights Management h1formation 
(I) · Cqntracting Parties sh(lll  provide adequate and  efT~ctive legal 
remedies  against  any  person  knowingly  performing  any  of  the 
fot'lowing  acts  kno\ving,  or  with  ~espect  to  civil  remedies. having 
reasonable  grounds  to  know,  that  it  will  induce;  enabl~; facilitate  or 
conceal an infringement of any tight covered by' this Treaty:.  ' 
•  '  •.  •  I  ) 
'(i)  to  remove  or  alter  any  electronic  rights  management 
information wiq,oui authority; 
22 
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(i_i)  .  to  distribute;  import  ·for' distribution,  broadcast, 
communicate· or  make  available  to'  the  ·public,  without  authority, 
· performanc(!s,  copies  of fixed  performances  or  phonograms  knowing 
that  electronic  rights 'lnanagerrient  information  has  been  removed  or 
altered without authority. - / 
(2).  As  used  in  this· ArtiCle,  "rights  management  infonnation:· 
· means  information  which  identifies the  perfonner, the  perfonnance of 
tlie  performer,  the, producer  of the .·phonogram,  the  phonogram,  the 
owner of any  right  in  the  pei-fon:nance  or  phonogram,  or  infonnation 
about  the  tenns  and  conditions  .of  use  -of  the  perfonnance  or 
phonogram, and any numbers or codes that represent such  infonnation, 
wh~n any ·of thes,e  items of information is attached to a·copy of a fixed 
performance  or  a  phonogram  or  appears  in  connection  with  the 
communication  or  making  available  of a  fixed· performance  or  a 
phonogram to the-public.
16 
Artic_Ie 20 
Formalities 
\ 
The  enjpyme'nt  and· exercise .  of the  rights.  provided  for  in  this 
·Treaty shall not be subject to !my fo-rmality.  · 
1
"  Agreetl  Jlutemenl  co11ceming. Article  19:  The  agreed  stateme/11  co11ceming 
Article 12  (on  Obligations  concerning  Rights  Management  Information). of the  IV/PO 
Copyright  Treaty  is  applicable  imllatis  mutandis  also  to  Article 19 '(on  Obligations 
coni:ernjtfir  Rights Miuiagemenl  Information) of  the  WI PO. Performances and Phonograms 
Treaty. ·  {'l11e  text  of tire.  axreed statement  concerning  Article  12  o/the  WCT reads  as 
follou;s_·  "II. is  wulerstood tlrot  tlu!  reference to ,'infmrg~menl of  any right'covered by tlris  ' 
Treat)' ~r tire  IJI!rne Convention' mcludis botlr exclusive rights and rights of  remuneration. 
·  ·."It is further  understood that  Conrracting  Parties.wili not  rely  on this  Article  to 
·.  c/evi.l;e  Or  implement  rtg/ris  /IIWWKemen/  systems  thai  woi1ld  /rave  the  effect of imposing 
Jormalilres lt'lriclr  are noi p&r;lrru~d under tire  /Jerne  Convention or this Tre(uy.  prohibiting 
tire free movement of  goods or impeding the enjoyment of  rights under this Treaty. "]  . 
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Article 21 · 
Reservations 
Subject to  the provisions of Article  15(3),  no  reservations  to  this 
Treaty shall be pennjtted.  · 
Article 22 
Application in Time 
(1)  Contracting Parties shall apply the provisions of Article 18 of 
the Berne. Convention,  mutatis  mutandis,  to  the  rights  of perfonners 
and producers ofphonograms provided for in this Treaty.  · 
. (2)  Notwithstanding paragraph (I), a Contracting Party may limit . 
the  application  of Article 5 of this  Treaty  to  performances  which 
occurred after the entry into force of this Treaty for that Party. 
Article 23 
Provisions on Enforcement of Rights 
(1)  Contracting  Parties  undertake  to  adopt,  in  accordance  with 
their legal systems, the measures necessary to ensure the application .of 
this. Treaty. 
· (2)  Contracting Parties shall ensure that enforcement procedures 
are available under their law so as to permit effectiye action against any 
act  of  infringement  of  rights . coyered  by  this  Treaty,  including 
expeditious  remedies  tci ·.prevent  infringements  and  remedies  which 
constitute a deterrent to further infringements. 
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CHAPTER v 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINAL CLAUSES 
Article 24 
Assembly 
(I )(a)  The Contracting Parties shall have an Assembly. 
(b)  Each  Contracting  Party  shall  'be  represented  by  one 
delegate  ·w~o may  be  assisted  by  alternate  delegates,  advisors  and . 
.  experts. 
(c)  The  expenses  of each  delegation  shall  be  borne  by  the 
Contracting  Party  that  has  appointed  the  delegation.  The  Assembly 
may  ask  WIPO  to  grant  financial  assistance  to  facilitate  the 
participation of delegations of Contracting Parties that are  regarded  as 
d~veloping countries  in  conformity with  the established practice of the 
General  Assembly  of the  United  Nations  or  that  are  cciuritries  iQ 
transition to a market economy. 
(2)(a)  The  Assembly  shall  deal  with  matters  concerning  the 
maintenance  and  development  of this  Treaty  and  the  application  and 
operation of this Treaty.  ' 
(b)  The  Assembly  shall  perform  the· function  allocat.ed  to  it 
under  Article 26(2)  in  respect  of  the  admission  of  certain 
intergovernmental organizations to become party to.this Treaty. 
(c)  The  Assembly  shall  decide  the  convocation  of  any 
diplomatic  conference  for  the  revision ·Of  this  Treaty  and  give. the 
necessary  instructions  to  the  Director  General  of  WIPO  for  the 
preparation of such diplomatic conference  ..  · 
(3)(a)'' Each  Contracting  PartY  that  is  a State shall  have  one  vote 
and shall vote only in  its own name. 
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[Article 24(3), continued] 
(b)  Any  Contracting  Party  that  is  an  intergovernmental 
organizatioA may participate in the vote,  in  place of its  Member. States, 
· with a number of votes equal to the number ofits Member States which 
.  are  party to this Treat)'.  No such  intergovernmental organization shall 
participate in the vote if any one of its Member States exercises its right 
to vote and vice versa:  ' 
(4)  The Assembly shall  meet in ordinary session once every  two 
· years upon convocation by the  Directo~ General of  WW_O .. 
(5)  The. Assembly  shall  establish  its  o~n·· rules  ~f procedure, 
including the  convocation of extraordinary sessions,  the  requirements 
of a quorum and,  subject to 'the; provisions of this Treaty,  the  r~qui~ed 
majority for various kinds of decisions.  · 
Article 25 
International Bure:111 
The  · International  .Bureau  of  WIPO. · shall  . perform  the 
administrative tasks concerning the Treaty. 
. Article 26 
Eligibiiity for Becoming Party to the Treaty 
~(l)  Any  Member  State  of WIPO  may  become  party  to  this 
Treaty.  ·  · 
(2)  The  Assembly  may  deCide  to  admit  any  intergoverninental 
organiZation  to  become  party  to  tms  Treaty  which  declares  that  it  is 
competent  in  respect of,  and  has.its own  legislation  binding on  all  its  . 
Member States on, matters covered  by this Treaty and. that  it  has  b~en 
duly authorized,  in  accordance with  its  internal  procedures·,  to  become· 
party to this Treaty. 
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[Article 26, continued]'-
(3)  The  European  Community,  having  made  the_  declaration 
re.fe~red  to  in  the ,preceding  paragraph· in  the  Diplomatic  Conference 
that has adopted this Treaty, may become' party to this Treaty. 
'  . 
·Article 27 
Rights and Obligations u.nder the Treaty 
Subject to  any  specific  provisions  to .the  contrary  in  this  Treaty;  · 
. each Contracting Party shall enjoy all ofthe rights and assume all ·of the 
· obligations under this Treaty.  . 
·Article 28 
Signature of the Treaty 
Ti1is  Treaty shall  be  opeh  for  signature until  December 31,  1997, 
by any Member State of WI PO and by the'Europeari Comrimnity. 
Article 29 
En fry into Force of the Treacy 
This Treaty shall enter into force three months after 30 instruments 
of ratification  or  accession  by  States  have  been  deposited  with  the 
Director General of WIPO .. 
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Article 30 
Effective Date of Becoming Party to the Treaty 
This Treaty shall bind  · 
(i) · the 30 Suites referred to in Article 29, from  the date on which 
this Treaty has entered into  for~e; 
.  . 
.  (ii)  each oth.er State from  the expiration of three months  from  the 
date  on  which  the  State  has  deposited  its  instrument  with  the  Director 
General of WIPO; 
(iii)  the  European  Community,  from  the  expiration  of  three 
. months  after  the  deposit  of its  instrument ·of ratification  or  accession  if 
such instrument has been deposited after the entry into  force of this Treaty 
according to Article 29,  or,  three  months  after the entry into  force  of this 
Treaty if such instrument has been deposited  before tlie entry into  fore~ of 
this Treaty; 
· (iv) · any  other intergovernmental  organization that  is  !ldmitted  to 
become party to this Treaty, from  the expiration··of three  mon~hs after the.· 
deposit of its instrument of accession.  . 
Article 31 
Denunciation of the Treaty 
This  Treaty  may  be  denoui1ccd  by  any  Contracting  Party  hy 
notification addressed to the Director General of WI PO.  Any denunciation 
shall take effect one  year  from  the  date  on  which  the  Director General  of 
WIPO received the notification. 
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Article 32 
Languages of the Treaty 
. (I)  This Treaty  is signed  in a single original  in  English,  Arabic, 
Chinese,  French,  Russian  and  Spanish  languages,  the  versions  in  all 
these languages being equally authentiC. 
(2)  An official  text' in  any. language other than those  referred  to 
in  paragraph (1) shall  be established by the  Director General  of WIPO 
on  the  request.  of an  interested  party,  after  consultation  with  all  the · 
. interested parties.  For the purposes of this paragraph, "interested party" 
means any  Member State of WIPO whose official language, or one of. 
whose  official  languages,  is  involved  and  the  European  Community, 
and any other intergovernmental organization that may become party to 
this Treaty, if one of its official languages is involved. 
-\  Article 33 
Depositary 
The Director General of WIPO is the depositary· of  this Treaty. 
.;-" 
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